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storage solutions
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Today’s big data challenge
In today’s dynamic ultra high definition (UHD) broadcast and media
industries, the need for a fast and reliable storage architecture is critical.
What media enterprises of all sizes and types need is a data management
system where software lets you effectively review and manage extremely
large volumes of data. There is a business-driven need to create a
transparent network that allows you to view and edit the contents of all
connected systems using a wide array of tools.

If your business handles large volumes of film, video, and computer graphic data
as part of your daily workflow, then there is a requirement to eliminate chaos by
automatically providing an overview of the contents in all storage systems and
workstations.
The key question is, What storage architecture should I adopt? This confronts you
with the ultimate dilemma of size versus speed. As a rule, fast storage systems
tend to be high cost, as do small form factor disks and solid-state devices.
And then there is the question of user-friendly system interfaces. The ideal
solution is user-friendly software that enables you to efficiently manage all your
content – from film scanners, telecines, cameras, video tape recorders, edit
suites, and computer-generated imagery. The software should make it easy to
browse and locate files, find MXF data and run searches on removed external
hard disks.
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Rohde & Schwarz pioneers virtual
storage access technology
Rohde & Schwarz VSA technology prevents any interruption of running
media transfers, file encoding and file decoding processes during playout
or ingest. The virtualization layer covers errors and long latencies on a
storage system. File system operations are simultaneously executed to
ensure response times. Both file systems are used to read and write,
eliminating switchovers and failovers.

In the event of an incident, data delivered from the first responding storage mirror
is forwarded to the respective client application. If a write process on one of the
two file systems fails, the corresponding file system is deactivated. The other file
system remains unaffected. In the event of an incident, conditions are forwarded
to the central management service (which runs on an R&S®Spycer Media
Gateway server) for later resynchronization. The reports from all VSA clients are
collected here. After fixing the degraded condition (storage defect, network, etc.),
potentially corrupted media files will be replaced.
The company’s innovative data management solution R&S®Spycer lets you
effectively review and manage extremely large volumes of data and create a
transparent network that allows you to view and edit the contents of all connected
systems using a wide array of tools.
Rohde & Schwarz is continually investing in its research and development of its
storage systems. Not only is it developing its own proprietary technologies. It
is constantly searching for the best third-party technologies that can integrate
within its storage systems and add further value to its customers’ operations.
Rohde & Schwarz found it in IBM Spectrum Scale™ and enhanced and developed
its media storage systems with it.

State of the art in multi-user shared storage is
new virtual storage access technology.
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With support from IBM,
Rohde & Schwarz creates
the ultimate media and
entertainment storage
solution

Using the IBM Spectrum Scale™ file system solution with Rohde & Schwarz
storage solutions ensures more efficient storage capacity utilization. Broadcasters,
post production houses, corporate organizations and scientific institutes can
now implement intelligent solutions for storing their media files based on their
needs. The new file system for R&S®SpycerBox Cell and R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL
simplifies the storage workflow and makes it more cost-effective.
Reliable storage solutions are essential for broadcasters and post production
houses. Digital content is the media industry’s key asset. It must be securely and
safely stored. At the same time, certain media files must be quickly and reliably
accessible. As budgets shrink and cost pressure grows, efficient storage becomes
key in every respect.
To meet these requirements, IBM Spectrum Scale™ is now available for the
R&S®SpycerBox product family. This file system enables users to more efficiently
utilize different storage tiers based on their needs. Combining high-performance
R&S®SpycerBox Cell online storage and powerful R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL
nearline storage with IBM Spectrum Scale™ provides the basis for a centralized,
tiered storage solution.
The file system assigns files to the most efficient storage location based on how
frequently they are needed and on other file characteristics. The advantages of the
R&S®SpycerBox products are optimally utilized. For example, R&S®SpycerBox Cell
features exceptional performance for real-time processing of video material, while
R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL is a much more cost-effective nearline storage medium.
IBM Spectrum Scale™ allows files to be automatically or manually stored in the
optimal location. Since file paths remain constant regardless of which tier is used,
workflows do not have to be modified.

“In today’s media enterprise operations, a deadline is a deadline –
especially for broadcasters. There are no extensions. That’s why a
storage solution that guarantees efficient workflows is so important.
The combination of Rohde & Schwarz hardware with the IBM file
system makes it possible to scale the performance and capacity of
centralized storage without interruption.”

As storage requirements increase, storage solutions must be scalable in terms
of capacity and bandwidth. Customers in the media industries cannot tolerate
any interruptions during production and broadcasting when they expand their
storage space. The R&S®SpycerBox family is capable of non-destructive scaling.
Individual R&S®SpycerBox Cell systems can be combined to achieve even better
performance.

Dirk Thometzek, Rohde & Schwarz, Product Manager for File Based Media Solutions.
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What’s so special about
IBM Spectrum Scale™?

IBM Spectrum Scale™ is a cluster file system that provides concurrent access
to a single file system or set of file systems from multiple nodes. The nodes
are network attached or in a shared cluster configuration. This enables highperformance access to this common set of data to support a scale-out solution or
to provide a high-availability platform.
IBM Spectrum Scale™ has many features beyond common data access, including
data replication, policy-based storage management and multisite operations.
You can create a cluster of Linux nodes or Windows server nodes. Multiple IBM
Spectrum Scale™ clusters can share data within a location or across wide area
network (WAN) connections.
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The ultimate in media
storage systems –
R&S®SpycerBox featuring
IBM Spectrum Scale™
Exploiting its market-leading knowledge and experience,
Rohde & Schwarz has developed a range of storage solutions that
combine the company’s hardware with IBM’s Spectrum Scale™ file
system.

R&S®SpycerBox Cell
R&S®SpycerBox Cell is a distinctive storage solution from Rohde & Schwarz that
features high-density layout and redundant setup. Cascadable thanks to its unique
SAS interconnection, the modular and scalable storage concept allows you to
easily expand capacity and gain even higher performance as your workflow
environment or storage requirements grow.
R&S®SpycerBox Cell is based on the idea of offering you all the assets of a
powerful and compact storage solution in one unit. The 1 HU chassis provides
reliable and easy-to-maintain production storage with maximum density and is
equipped with an extensive configuration tool. Key features and facilities include:
❙ Central high-performance production storage
❙ Supports uncompressed and compressed formats up to 8K
❙ Modular storage concept addresses evolving storage demands
❙ Powerful combination of storage density and scalability
❙ Redundant concept with hot-swappable components
❙ Affordable pricing structures
❙ Extensive monitoring of entire infrastructure
❙ Low carbon footprint
❙ Available as an NL-SAS, SAS and SSD version
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R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL
R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL is a storage system that provides all the assets of a
powerful and compact storage solution in a single unit. The 4 RU chassis offers
reliable and easy-to-maintain nearline storage with maximum density and comes
with an extensive configuration tool. Key features and facilities include:
❙ High-performance nearline for mid-term archiving
❙ Supports compressed formats up to 4K
❙ High density with 48 disks, SAN and NAS server in 4 HU chassis
❙ Affordable pricing structures
❙ Extensive monitoring of entire infrastructure
❙ Low carbon footprint

R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL can be used in many different applications.
❙ R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL as ingest storage for R&S®VENICE
■ Record locally in R&S®VENICE and in R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL with dual
destination recording
■ Store up to 30,000 hours of XDCAM HD 50 as ingest backup copy
■ Direct ingest
■ Easy to maintain (SNMP, hot-swappable HDD, PSU)
❙ R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL as nearline for R&S®SpycerBox Cell
■ Easy data movement and scheduler with R&S®Spycer
■ Store up to 30,000 hours of XDCAM HD 50 or up to 90 hours of 4K 16-bit DPX
RGB at 25 fps
■ Direct real-time playout of 4K uncompressed from nearline
❙ R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL as centralized storage system in post production
environments, combined with R&S®CLIPSTER
■ Entry-level solution for nearline and online for 2K uncompressed
■ Store up to 90 hours of 4K 16-bit DPX RGB at 25 fps, or up to 500 hours of 2K
16-bit RGB DPX at 25 fps
■ Direct playout of 4K compressed from nearline
■ Easy to maintain (SNMP, hot-swappable HDD, PSU)
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The user’s perspective:
tpc Switzerland
The broadcast and production service provider tpc Switzerland AG relies
on the powerful combination of the R&S®SpycerBox Cell storage solution
from Rohde & Schwarz and the IBM Spectrum Scale™ file system
solution. The company, whose clients include the Swiss broadcaster
SRG SSR, uses the solution to optimize its workflow as well as to ensure
quality and reliability.

Together with its partner, system integrator Jordi AG, Rohde & Schwarz landed
the project for its Zürich-based customer, tpc. “As a system integrator, Jordi
AG values the expertise of its long-term partner Rohde & Schwarz as well as the
professional collaboration with their team,” says Michael Jordi, CEO of Jordi AG.
“No other manufacturer offers the media industry a product portfolio that can
make such a significant improvement in workflow efficiency.”
As a technology service provider for the media industry, tpc serves clients who
demand exceptional quality, accuracy and reliability. Broadcasters must meet
the increasing expectations of their audience in an increasingly competitive
environment. This makes it essential for tpc to have technology it can fully rely on.
The combination of Rohde & Schwarz storage systems and IBM file management
offers this reliability.
tpc already operates two R&S®VENICE ingest and playout servers in house. In
the past, two four-channel R&S®VENICE servers generated up to 80 read/write
streams in parallel to eight automated third-party transcoder systems, each with
four transcoding units, all of which had to be managed. The new storage and file
management solution has been added to an existing network. The network only
has a limited number of ports and there is limited space in the available racks.
Jordi AG came up with the solution to install two clusters – one for read and
one for write – each with two R&S®SpycerBox Cell units using SSDs in a RAID 6
configuration.
IBM Spectrum Scale™ is now used for file management. A 40 GbE link using the
NSD protocol serves as the backbone for each R&S®SpycerBox Cell. A second
40 GbE link from every R&S®SpycerBox Cell combines two storage units into a
SAMBA cluster and connects it to the central 40/10 GbE switch. This provides the
media links for the transcoder farm as well as the I/O connections for the overall
system.

“As a system integrator, Jordi AG values the expertise of its long-term
partner Rohde & Schwarz as well as the professional collaboration with
their team. No other manufacturer offers the media industry a product
portfolio that can make such a significant improvement in workflow
efficiency.”

Each R&S®SpycerBox Cell uses an additional 10 GbE dual link, running NSD
blocks via the central switch to the connected R&S®VENICE servers. Separating
the systems into input and output clusters optimizes the I/O performance for
the massive data rates within each cluster. The solution fulfills all performance
requirements within a single system of only four rack units.

Michael Jordi, CEO of Jordi AG.
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Retro-archiving solution at
SWR Germany
Südwestrundfunk (SWR), the second-largest regional broadcast station
in the ARD consortium of public broadcasters in Germany, faced a
massive tape archive digitization challenge. To meet this challenge, SWR
researched various retro-archiving solution providers, which lead to
Jordi AG Communication, a Swiss corporation with experience in digital
archive migration.
The ADAM system, developed by Jordi, is a migration system for
digitization of broadcast video cassettes. ADAM is fully automated and
completely self-monitoring throughout its workflow.

The ADAM system’s workflow includes two R&S®VENICE video servers for
encoding content into the final archived format. Also, an R&S®SpycerBox Cell
combined with an R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL is used for buffering and transfer to
the archive administration system.
SWR required a system that can run for 72 hours (e.g. over a weekend) without
human intervention. It can store up to 700 tapes, allowing ADAM to work
autonomously for three days, ensuring continuous 24/7 operation.
The physical properties of video tape – especially their degradation over time –
limit the retention time of tape-based video archives. To prevent this deterioration,
SWR made the decision to digitize its entire tape collection – a process that
will take several years. This is made feasible through the high reliability and
performance of the Rohde & Schwarz server, as part of the ADAM system. With
a footprint of just 32 m², the system cleans, analyzes, digitizes and stores up to
40,000 hours of digitized tape material a year.
As part of the archiving process, LTO6 tapes are used as a long-term recording
media. To maintain the required sustained data rate of 300 Mbyte/s, ADAM uses
a R&S®SpycerBox Cell in combination with a R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL. These two
storage systems are connected via 40 Gbit Ethernet based on the IBM Spectrum
Scale™ file system. The fast R&S®SpycerBox Cell storage system serves as a
buffer memory and records the encoded files from R&S®VENICE. This data is then
transferred to an R&S®SpycerBox Ultra TL, which serves as a mid-term working
buffer.
R&S®VENICE makes it possible to record the linear time code for the final MXF
file. In the case of multi-volume tape collections, it is critical that the linear time
code be recorded accurately for each frame, as this is the only way that ADAM
can find the right clips on the tape and migrate content based on the database.
Six remote-controlled VTRs ingest content via a 4-channel R&S®VENICE and
another 2-channel R&S®VENICE, which are FIMS controlled from a Jordi AG
controller. Media is recorded onto a single common R&S®SpycerBox Cell SAS
storage unit (27 Tbyte) and subsequently copied to another R&S®SpycerBox Ultra
TL unit, which serves as a mid-term, non-realtime working buffer for the ingested
clips. From there, the clips are provided to external LowRes creation engines and
to external QC and reporting engines. The backbone is created using a 40 GbE
physical layer and IBM Spectrum Scale™ with NSD packets as block-organized
media exchange mechanism.
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The strengths of IBM
Spectrum Scale™
Media enterprises and organizations are creating, analyzing and keeping
more data than ever before. Those that can deliver insights faster while
managing rapid infrastructure growth are the leaders in our industry.
Delivering those insights, an organization’s underlying storage must
support both new-era big data and traditional applications with security,
reliability and high-performance. IBM Spectrum Scale™ meets these
challenges as a high-performance solution for managing data at scale
with the distinctive ability to perform archive and analytics in place.

The IBM Spectrum Scale™ File System (SSFS) allows you to share data between
different set of hardware pools (storage tiers). IBM Spectrum Scale™ pool can
be managed separately but aggregated into a single file system. The uniform
resource locator (URL) of the data does not change no matter where the media
is located or to what pool it is moved to during its lifecycle. This is an effective
method to make use of all storage resources avoiding duplicates and therefore
saving costs without wasting resources.

Provides extreme scalability
IBM Spectrum Scale™ is built from the ground up to scale performance and
capacity with no bottlenecks, providing you with extreme scalability for data,
metadata and flash.

Global file sharing with active file management
Spectrum Scale™ provides you with low-latency access to data anywhere in the
world with active file management distributed disk-caching technology.

Transforms data economics
IBM Spectrum Scale™ transforms data economics for traditional and nextgeneration applications with great speed, agility and efficiency.

Reduces storage costs
Avoiding storage silos you can cut costs considerably with intelligent archiving
and automatic policy-based storage tiering from flash through disk to tape.
Achieving high throughput to a single, large file requires striping data across
multiple disks and multiple disk controllers. Rather than relying on striping in
a separate volume manager layer, SSFS implements striping in the file system.
Managing its own striping affords SSFS the control it needs to achieve fault
tolerance and to balance load across adapters, storage controllers and disks.
Large files in SSFS are divided into equally sized blocks, and consecutive blocks
are placed on different disks in a round-robin fashion.
SSFS automatically detects common data access patterns and automatically
begins prefetching data accordingly. This prefetching and caching provides high
throughput and fast response times. Some of the recognized I/O patterns include
sequential, reverse sequential and various forms of striped access patterns.
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File consistency

Enhanced system flexibility

IBM Spectrum Scale™ provides concurrent access to clients across the cluster by
utilizing sophisticated token management. This provides concurrent and detailed
access to IBM Spectrum Scale™ features, file systems and file resources.

With IBM Spectrum Scale™, your system resources are not frozen. You can add
or delete disks while the file system is mounted. When the time is favorable and
system demand is low, you can rebalance the file system across all currently
configured disks.

Increased data availability
GPFS provides multiple features that improve the reliability of your file system.
This includes automatic features such as file system logging and configurable
features such as intelligently mounting file systems on startup to providing tools
for flexible synchronous replication.

With the QoS capability, you can prevent I/O-intensive, long-running
administration commands from dominating file system performance and
significantly delaying other tasks. You can also add or delete nodes without
having to stop and restart the GPFS daemon on all nodes.

Simplified storage management
IBM Spectrum Scale™ can help you achieve information lifecycle management
(ILM) through powerful policy-driven, automated tiered storage management.
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About Rohde & Schwarz
The Rohde & Schwarz electronics group offers
innovative solutions in the following business fields:
test and measurement, broadcast and media, secure
communications, cybersecurity, monitoring and network
testing. Founded more than 80 years ago, the independent
company which is headquartered in Munich, Germany,
has an extensive sales and service network with locations
in more than 70 countries.
Sustainable product design
❙❙ Environmental compatibility and eco-footprint
❙❙ Energy efficiency and low emissions
❙❙ Longevity and optimized total cost of ownership
Certified Quality Management

ISO 9001

Certified Environmental Management

ISO 14001

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
www.rohde-schwarz.com
Regional contact
❙❙ Europe, Africa, Middle East | +49 89 4129 12345
customersupport@rohde-schwarz.com
❙❙ North America | 1 888 TEST RSA (1 888 837 87 72)
customer.support@rsa.rohde-schwarz.com
❙❙ Latin America | +1 410 910 79 88
customersupport.la@rohde-schwarz.com
❙❙ Asia Pacific | +65 65 13 04 88
customersupport.asia@rohde-schwarz.com
❙❙ China | +86 800 810 82 28 | +86 400 650 58 96
customersupport.china@rohde-schwarz.com
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